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Abstract 
Two parameter-dependent infinite integrals of products of modified Bessel functions and powers of logarithms are 
discussed for integer and half-integer values of the parameters. For most of these values, the integrals are expressed by 
finite sums which can be evaluated easily by using Computer Algebra. 
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1. Introduction 
In the table of P rudn ikov  et al. [6, No. 2.16.33.2, 2.16.28.3] and elsewhere, the following Mell in 
integrals of products  of modif ied Bessel functions are, amongst  others, expressed in terms of 
gamma functions: 
o tp-  1K~(at)K~(at)dt 
= 2~_3a_~ r(½(p + v + ~) ) r (½(p  + v - ~))r(½(p - v + ~) ) r (½(p  - v - ~))  
r (p )  
(a > 0; IRevl + IRe2l < Rep); (1) 
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o tP- 11v(at)K~(at) dt 
= 2O_2a_ o r (½(p  + v + 2) ) r (½(p  + v - - p) 
r (1 + ½( -p  + v + 2))F(1 + ½( -p  + v - 2)) 
(a>0;  [Re21-Rev<Rep<l ) .  (2) 
If we restrict p, v and 2 to integer or half-integer values, it is possible, in certain cases, to obtain 
from these formulae, by repeated ifferentiation with respect o a parameter, closed expressions for 
the integrals 
I1 (a, m, p, v, 2) = fo  tp- x Kv(at)Kz(at)In mt dt, (3) 
12 (a, m, p, v, 2) = fo t  p- 1 Iv (at) Kz (at) In m t dt, (4) 
which have an additional factor Inm t (m e N) in the integrand. These expressions are polynomials in 
u(a,k) = y + ln2ka (Ikl ~ N0), 
where 7 = 0.57721 ... is Euler's constant and where k depends on the integral and on p, v and 2. 
The coefficients of these polynomials are composed of rational numbers and of values (( j )  of the 
Riemann zeta function for integer arguments, which, for j even, can be replaced by even powers of 
n. In some cases, the polynomials are multiplied by powers of ~ or ~ or both. Only very few 
special cases of these integrals can be found in the tables, and the appearance of certain constants in 
them is difficult to understand without knowing how they are deduced. 
It is the purpose of this work to derive these results for the two integrals given above. The 
restriction to integer or half-integer values of p, v and 2 is made to facilitate the evaluation of the 
derivatives of the gamma functions, which even then is not possible for all cases. 
We may add here that two other integrals of Bessel function and powers of logarithms, namely 
I3(a,m,p,v) = f~ to-ljv(at)lnmtdt, 
I4(a,m,p,v) = fo  tP-1 e-a'Kv(at)lnmtdt' 
have been discussed in [5]. 
2. Some auxiliary formulae 
In this section, we compile some formulae that are essential for the understanding of what 
follows. 
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The Pochhammer symbol (x)k is defined by [1, No. 24.1.3] 
k 
(x)k = x(x + 1).--(x + k - 1) = ( -  1) k ~ ( -  1)JSk~J)x j, (X)o = 1, (5) 
j= l  
where this representation f (X)k as an explicit polynomial in x is crucial for later calculations; 
Sk tj) are the Stirling numbers of the first kind. It is convenient o introduce the notation 
S(j, k) = ( -1 )  j÷ 1Ski J+ 1), with S(j, k) = 0 for j >I k, and a modified Pochhammer symbol 
k-1  k -1  
(x)~ = (X)R = (-- 1) k ~ (-- 1) ~+ 1SktJ+ 1)x~ = (_  1)k ~ S(j, k)x j. (6) 
j=O j=O 
1 3 We need also the expressions (co + x)k for co ~ {~, ¼, 4} in powers of x. With the binomial theorem 
and by changing the order of summation, we obtain 
(CO+X)k=(--1) k ~ ~ (--1)'S~ ') . ¢o'- JxJ=(--1) k ~ S,~(j,k)x j, (7) 
j=O r= j  j=O 
whereby we have defined the rational numbers 
So,(j, k) = ~ ( -  1)'S~" co'-J, So(j, k) = 0 ( j  > k). (8) 
r= j  
In addition we need the reciprocal expressions of (x)~' and (co + X)k: 
1 )_1 
(X)t = ( -  1)k S(j, k)x j 
\ j=O 
with coefficients Q(0, k) = 1/(k - 1)!, 
min( j , k -  1) 
Q(j,k) = (-1)k+ lQ(O,k) 
r= l  
and 
1 
(co + x), 
coefficients Q,o(0, k) = 1/(co)k, with 
Or3 
= ~. Q( j ,k)x  j (Ixl < 1) (9) 
j=O 
S(r,k)Q(j  - r,k) 
- -  = ( -  1) k ~ S,o(j, k)x j = Q,~(j, k)x j 
j=O j=O 
min(j,k) 
Q,~(j,k)=(-1)k+lQo,(O,k) ~ S,~(r,k)Qo,( j -r ,k)  
r= l  
later use, we define the notation 
S(j ,k)  = S1/2(j,k), S( j ,k)  = S1/4(j,k), 
Q_(j,k) = Ql/2(j,k), Q(j ,k)  = Q1/4(j,k), 
For 
(j~> 1, k~> 1), 
(Ixl < ¢o) (10) 
(j~> 1, k~>0). 
S(j, k) = $3/4(j, k); 
Q(j, k) = Q3/4(j, k). 
Both Q(j, k) and Q,~(j, k) are, as polynomials with rational coefficients in the Stirling numbers, 
rational numbers. Only a finite number of them is needed, and for j and k not too large, they can 
easily be calculated by Computer Algebra. 
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The representation f (x)~' and (09 + X)k , and their reciprocal expressions as explicit polynomials 
or convergent power series in x, allows an easy calculation of their pth derivative with respect o 
x at x = 0: 
The 
1-(x)*]t')lx=o =- (-1)kp!S(p,k), [1/(x)~]tP)lx=o = p!Q(p,k), 
[(09 + X)k]tP)ix= o = (-1)kp!S,o(p,k), [1/(09 + X)k]tP)lx= o = p!Q~,(p,k). 
following formulae for the gamma function are also needed [1, Section 6]: 
F(1 + k + x) = (x)*+ xF(1 + x), 
(11) 
(12) 
F(½ + k + x) = (½ + X)kF(½ + x) = x/~(½ + x),2 -2x F(1 + 2x) 
r (1  + x) ' 
(13) 
F(1 + 4x) 
F(¼ +j + x)F(¼ + k + x) = ~x/~(¼ + x)j(¼ + x)k2 -6x F(1 + 2x)" (14) 
The last two formulae reduce for k = j = 0 to a form of the well-known duplication and quadrupla- 
tion formulae 
r (2x)  = (2rt)- 1/222x- x/2 r(x)r(½ + x), 
r (4x)  = (2n)-3/244*-'/2F(x)F(¼ + x)F( 1 + x)F(¼ + x). 
From the well-known power series expansion I-3, No. 8.342] for In F(1 + x) we obtain the more 
general series 
In ~a -x HiF(1 + oqx) 
( I I fO+ fl~x)J 
=-- ( lna+(~i  °~i--~j flJ)Y}Xd-k~=2(--1)kk((k)(~i ock--~j fl;) Xk 
= ~ Ck(a;~i,fl~)X k (iX] < 1/max {l~l, IBjl}). (15) 
k=l  i , j  
This series, together with the well-known Leibniz formula for the mth derivative of a product of 
k functions of one variable, and the following Lemma 2.1, is a basic tool for the evaluation of the 
integrals with ln"t  in the integrand. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F(x) -- Y,~=I ak xR be a formal power series. Then 
e F~= CkX k, where co=l  and Ck=-~ xa~CR-~ (k>O). 
k=O =1 
Proof. Introducing the corresponding series into [eFtx)] ' = eFtx)F'(x) and comparing coefficients 
yields Lemma 2.1. [] 
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OO 
3. The integral ~o t° -  1K,(at)Ka(at)In" t dt 
The discussion of the integral (3) becomes easier if we consider first the special case (extended in 
the arguments of the Bessel functions) 
I = fo  tp- 1K"+ 1/2(at)Kl+ 1/z(bt)In m t dt (16) 
for half-integer orders v = n + ½ and 2 = l + ½. Because of K_ v(x) = Kv(x) [3, No. 8.486 16], we 
can further assume that n >~ 0, l ~> 0. With the help of the formula I-7, p. 80] 
• / •  x ~ (n+p)! - -1/2 (neNo) (17) Kn+I/2(X)= e-  p=op!(n_p)!2px p 
for the modified spherical Bessel function K,+l/2(x), this integral can be expressed in terms of 
integrals which have been evaluated in I-4]. We obtain 
Theorem 3.1. Let e~e{0,1}; r,n,l,m~t~o; n+l<r+e~- l ,  and a>0,  b>0.  Let further 
1 , p = r + ~e o and 
l(a,b,m,p,n + ½,1 + ½) = fo  tp-lK"+a/2(at)Kt+l/2(bt)lnmtdt" 
Then, 
! 1. In the case ep = O, i,e. p = r: 
I ~ (--1)'+lm! (n+p)! (a+b '~ p
=-  p=o p l tn -P ) l \~ J  
x Z (--1)qq!(l--q) ! E 
h=O q=O 
1.  '= l , i . e .p=r+~.  2. In the case ep 
r tx~ b (--1)'+'m, ~ (_1) p (n+p),  (a+b~ p 
I =-~ (a + b)'- 1/2 p!(n - p)! \ 2a ] 
p=O 
t ( l+q)! ( _~b b) qmi"~m'r-p-a- 1) 
× E ( -1)  q E 
q=O q!(l - q)! h=O 
S(h,r - p - q - 1)C~t)-h(a,b). 
Herein, for j = 1, 2, 
1 k 
= c, (a,b)Ck_,(a,b) C~kJ)(a,b) -k ~ tJ> ¢J~ 
J¢= l  
S(h,r - p - q - 1)C~h(a,b). 
CtoJ~(a, b) = 1, (k >i 1), 
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where 
J ' - [7  + ln(a + b)] cK(1)(a, b) (( - 1) ~ ( (x )  
J ' - [7  + ln4(a + b)] 
c (,,2) (a, b ) 
((-- 1)~(2 ~ - -  1 ) ( (~)  
(r = 1), 
(x > 1), 
(x = 1), 
(r > 1). 
Proof .  We introduce (17) into (16) and obtain 
i = ~ ~ab p_~o (n_+p)! ~ ( l+q)!  f : to_p_q_2e_( ,+b)t lnmtdt" 
2 p !(n -- p) l(2a) p q~=o q!(l -- q)!(Eb)q 
The integral on the right-hand side side has been evaluated in [4], and the results given there lead 
to Theorem 3.1. [] 
This theorem handles for a = b the case that both orders v and it of the Bessel functions have 
half-integer values. Because these orders are symmetric, we can, in the following, restrict a possible 
half-integer order to one parameter, say v. From (1), we obtain for integer and half-integer values of 
p and v and for integer values of it the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let ep,e'o,e~,e'v,ea ~ {0, 1}; r,n,l ,m ~ No, and a > O. Let further 
1 ~ 1 , p=2r+ep+~ep,  v=2n+ev+~e, ,  i t=21+ea;v+i t<p 
and 
I(a, m, P, v, it) = Jo  tp- 1Kv(at)Ka(at) In m t dt. 
Let at last 
6_+± = ½{~, ___ ~v _+ ~ + ½(6 -+ < + o)}, 
3 ,+ = a++__ -~,~ 3"+_+ =a_+ ± -¼,  3+ ± = 6_+_+ -L  
where a combination of signs refers simultaneously to e and e'. Then 
t t 1. In the case ep + e~ + e~ ~ {0,2}, ep = e~ = 0: 
I = 2P-" -aa-Pm! 
× 
X 
m - m  I 
S(ml,r  + n + l + 6++) 
m I =0 m2=0 
S(m2,r + n - l + 6+_) 
m -- m I - -  m 2 
E 
m3 = 0 
S(m3,  r - n + I + 6_ +) 
m - -  m I --  m 2 -- rtl 3 
S(m4, r - n - l + 6_ - )  
rn4=0 
m - nl I - m 2 - -  m 3 ~ m 4 
E , -",(1) 2m'Q(ms, 2r + eoJC'm-=,-m~ _,.,_.,._ =,(a). 
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! ! 2. In the case ep + e, + ea e {1,3}, ep = ev = O: 




m f i  - -ml  
x ~" S (ml , r+n+l+~++)  ~. S (m2, r+n- l+~+_)  
m I =0 m 2 =0 
m - -  ml  - -  m3 m - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 
× E S(m3,  r - n + I + 6_ +) ~ S(m4,  r - n - l + ~_ _) 
m3=O m4=O 
m - ml  - -  m 2 - -  m 3 - -  m, t  
x 2 2m'Q(m5 ,2r q- gP )C(m3)m, -m,-m3-m,-ms(a). 
ms=O 
? t In the case ep + e~ + ea e {0,2}, ep = e~ = 1: 
I = %//~2P-m-3a-Pm! 
f i  m- - f i l  l 
x 2 S (ml , r+n-k l+~++)  E 
ml=O m2=O 
S(m2, r + n -- l + $+ _) 
m- ml - mz m-  mt - m2 - m3 
X ~ S(m3, r - n + l + 6_ +) ~ S(m4, r - n - l + 6_ _) 
m3=O m4=O 
f i  - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 - -  m 4 
_ ~, : . , (2 )  
x ~ 2m'O.(ms, 2r + gp)l'~m-ml-m2-m3-m,-fi,(a). 
ms ~0 
! ! 
In the case eo + ev + ere  {1,3}, e o = e, = 1: 
I = x/~2p-m-3a-Pm! 
f i  m - -m I 
x ~_, S (ml , r+n+l+6++)  ~, 
ml =0 m 2 =0 
S(m2,r + n - l + 6+ _) 
m - -  ml  - -  m2 f i  - -  m l  - -  1112 - -  m3 
x ~" ~(ma, r -n+l+~-+)  Y'. S (m4, r -n - l+~_- )  
m3 = 0 m4 = 0 
m-  ml - m2 - m3 - m4 
_ x r (4 )  
x ~ 2m'Q(ms, 2r + 6pJ t "~m-m, -m2- f i3 -m, -m, (a )  • 
ms~O 
In the case ep + ev + ea e {0,2}, e~ = O, e; = 1: 
I = 7c22p-m-2a-Pm[ 
M m - - r t l  1 
x y. g (ml , r+n+l+J++)  ~" 
ml = 0 m2 = 0 
~(m2, r + n -- 1 + ~+ _) 
f i  - -  m I - -  m 2 
× I; 
m 3 ~0 
S(ma,  r - n + 1 + b'_ +) 
f i  - -  f i l  - -  ?712 - -  m3 
E 
m4 =0 
S(m4, r - n - l + ~-_ _) 
m - f i l  - m2 - m3 - m4 
× 
ms =0 
(5) 2m'Q(ms,2r + ~p)Cm-m,-m2-m3- f i , m,(a). 
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r t 6. In the case ep + e~ + eke {1,3}, ep = 0, ev = 1: 
I = X22° - ra -2a-°m!  
m tr l  - -m 1 
x ~" S (mx, r+n+l+J++)  
mt= 0 m 2 = 0 
S(m2, r  + n - 1 + 5+_)  
m - -  m I - -  m 2 m - -  te l  I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 
X E S (m3, r - -n  + l+or_+)  E 
m3 = 0 m4 = 0 
S(m4, r - n - l + o r_ _) 
m -- m I -- m 2 -- m a -- m 4 
× E 
ms=O 
X t"(6) -- m,(a). 2m'Q(m5, 2r + ~o)~r.-m,-m2-m3-, . .  
Herein in all cases, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  6, 
C(ff)(a) = 1, 
1 k 
C(ki)(a) = -~ E_  c(~i)(a)C(k~(a) (k >i 1), 
where 
c(,)(a) = ~-2(7  + ln½a) (x = 1), 
( ( -1 )K(4  - 2*)~(x) (x > 1), 
c~2)(a) = ) ' -2 (7  + ln8a) (x = 1), 
[ ( -  1)" (3 -2"  - 4 )~(x)  (x  > 1), 
c(3)(a) = ~-2( ) ,  + ln½a) (x = 1), 
( ( -1 )~2~(3 - 2")~(x) (x > 1), 
= 
c~5)(a ) = ,f-2(~) + In 32a) (~: = 1), 
[ ( -1 )~2~(2  ~÷1 - 3){(K) (x > 1), 
= 
Proof.  With p, = 2~ + p we obtain from (1) 
I = -~ to'-  IKv(at)K~(at)dt =o 
F(r -- n + l + 6_+ + ~)F(r - n - l + 6__  + ~) ~=o (18) 
x F (p  + 20t) " 
By inspecting the quantit ies 3+ +, 6+ -, 3_ + and 3 -  _ for the 2s = 32 possible variations o fe  and 
e', we see that they can be ordered into eight sets of four cases each, if we take as criterion the 
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representation f 6_+ _+ and thus of the terms free of ~ in the arguments of the four gamma functions 
by 1 + h,½ + h,¼ + h,¼ + h with [hi ~ [~0. 
The cases 1 + h, ½ + h constitute four sets. For those, the derivatives of the gamma functions can 
be calculated directly by using (12) or (13). Because of the form of formula (14), the cases 
¼ + h, ¼ + h can only be handled by the method applied here if these terms occur in pairs. This is the 
case for two sets of four cases each and thus 24 out of the 32 variations can be treated. They are 
described by the six sets that are given in Table 1. For 3_+ _+, Table 1 contains the possible elements 
out of which only four combinations occur. 
For the different sets, taking account of the condition v + 2 < p, we find with (12)-(14) the 
following expressions. 
In Case 1: 
( d )m (2)- 2'z/-'4"(1 -I- O0 
I = 2a-m-3a  -p ~ F(1 + 2a) 
tX * - -  ~=0 
x(~)?+.+,+~++( )~+.-,+~+_(~)*-.+,+~_+(~)r*-. ,+~__ 
In Case 2: 
(19) 
d)m F3(1 + 2~) 
I = x22"-m-aa-P  ~ (8a) "2~ r4(1 + .) 
X (1 "[- OOr+n+l+$++(½ + OOr+n-I+$+_( 1 + OOr-n+l+~_+( 1 -~- OOr_n_l+$_ - 
(2=)~'r +~. ,=0" 
In Case 3: 
~'-,',p-m-3 -#{ d "~mfa~-2~Fa(1 + 2~) 
a + 
. - t+  s+_ (~).-. + i+ 6_ + (~) r* - .  -~+ 6__ ~=0 X (1 "JI- OOr+n+l+~++(½ "JI- OOr + * 
(½ + 2~)2, + ~. 
Table 1 
t t ~o+e,+e~ e v ev 3++ 6+- 6_+ 6__ 
Case 1 {0,2} 0 0 {0,1} {0,1} {0,1} 
Case 2 {1,3} 0 0 1 3 {_~,~} 1 1 
Case 3 {0,2} 1 1 {2,2}1 3 {2,]}x3 {0,1} 
Case4 {1,3} 1 1 {1,2} {0,1} {-~,~}i 1 
Case 5 {0,2} 0 1 {~,~}1 s {~,~}i 5 {_~,~}1 3 
Case 6 {1,3} 0 1 s 7 {_~,~} 3 1 {~,~} i 3 {_~,~} 
{-1,o} 




3 1 {-~,~) 
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In Case 4: 
I :-- %//~2P-ra-3a -p F(1 + 4~) 
0t * n - ~=0"  
) (  )r + +l+~++(O~)?+n-I+t~+_(½ -~- O~)r-n+l+t~_+(½ "~- O~)r-n-I+~_ 
(½ + 2 )2, +,, 
In Case 5: 
(d )  m F2(1 + 4°t) 
I = n22p-m-2a-p (32a)-2~ F3(1 + 2cz) 
(2~)* + ~, 
In Case 6: 
I = n22°-m-2a-° (32a)-2~ F3(1 + 2e) 
X( ~ "F O~)r +n+l+~++(l -F OOr +n_l+~+_(¼ -F O{)r_n+l+~_+( ¼ -F {~)r--n--l+ ro__ at=O 
(2~z)~ +~, 
We now construct by using formula (15), the series for the logarithm of the gamma functions. For 
Case 1, this leads to 
[ (2)  -2"F4(I +F( I  +2~)j~)l ~ In = -2(T + ln½a)~ + ,.=, ¢---))(- l)k(4 - 2k)a k, 
k=2 
and similarly to the corresponding series for the other cases. The result follows by applying the 
Leibniz formula together with the relations (11), and by using Lemma 2.1. [] 
Remark. The two sets of four cases each, which are characterized byep, e,, e4 e {0, 1 }, e~ = 1, e" = 0, 
i.e. the integrals 
+ ½,p,q) = f :  ts-l/2Kp(at)K~(at)lnmtdt (p + q ~ s; s,p,q, me No) I(a,m,s 
have not been treated in Theorem 3.2. For all four combinations of the signs in 6 + e, they lead to 
values ¼ + h and ¼ + h with [hie [~o for the terms free of ct in the arguments of the gamma 
functions. For example, it follows from (18) for p = ½, v = 2 = 0 that 
t - I /2K2(at ) ln ' tdt=4x/~\d~ j \2 J  P(½ + 2~) J o  
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and for p =~,  v = 2 = 0 that 
2- -  
= r(½ + 2=) ,=o" 
The explicit calculation of the derivatives of F 4(¼ + a) and F 4(¼ + a) at ~ = 0 is not possible for 
general m with the method presented here, and these cases are left open. 
The case m = 1, however, can be treated directly for these integrals. F rom (1), with 
p= = ½ + s + 2~ and the abbreviation ~q+ ± = ½(s + p + q), by taking the derivative with respect o 
at a = 0, we find 
I(a,l,s +½,p,q)= 2"-7/2a -s-l/2v(¼ + ~9+ )F(¼ + &_)r(¼ + & +)r(¼ + &_)  
r(½ + s) 
x { -21n½a + if(¼ + ~9++) + ~(¼ + g+_) 
+ @(¼ + ~9_ +) + @(¼ + ~9_ ) - 2~,(½ + s)}, (20) 
where @(x) = F'(x)/F(x) is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function. In particular for 
s = p = q = O, we obtain with ~(½) = -7  - 21n2, ~,(~) = @(½) + 2, @(¼) = - 7 - ½~ - 31n2 and 
~k(~) = ~k(¼) + n [3, No. 8.366 2-5], 
f; 1 I(1, 1,½,0,0) = t-~/2Kg(t)lntdt = -4@ 
and for s = 1, p = q = 0, 
f; 1 I(1, 1,~,0,0) = t~/2Kg(t)lntdt = - . /~  
4 1 31n2) r + + 
x/ -F4(¼)(2 + ? -  n + 31n2). 
Without pursuing this further, we may add that the general 
formula (20) can also be analysed for other rational values of s and p by making use of the 
well-known functional equation for ~,(x) [1, No. 6.3.6] and the relation (Prudnikov et al. [6, 11.3]) 
~' =-y - ln2q-½ncot  p~+2 ~ cos lnsin 
q k=l q q 
(p, q e t~, 0 < p < q), (21) 
which was already known to Gauss and is sometimes presented in a more complicated form. 
We may add that the two integrals 
I(1, 1,3,0,0) = ;o x2K~(x)lnxdx = b~n2(5  - 2y - 61n2), 
I(1, 1,3, 1, 1) = ;o x2K2(x)lnxdx = 6-~4rI2(11 - 67 - 181n2) 
are given in the table of Apelblat I-2, No. 12.7 112, 113]. They belong to Case 2 of Theorem 3.2. 
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OO 
4. The integral ~o t°- 11~(at)K~(at)ln" t dt 
In view of Theorem 3.1, it appears promising to try a separate calculation of the integral 
I=;otp-lI ,+l/2(at)Kl+l/2(bt)lnmtdt (b~>a>0;  l -n<p<l ;  l, nGt~o), (22) 
for half-integer orders v = n + ½ and 2 = l + ½. It is indeed well known [7, p. 80] that the modified 
spherical Bessel function I,+ 1/2(x) can be written in closed form as 
. (~+j ) !  
In+l/2(x)=--~ e~=o ~" (--l)JJ ! --J) !2j 
x_J_U2 +(_l)n+le_ x ~ (___nW__j)! .x_J_l]2 } 
~=oj!(n --j)12: 
(23) 
By comparison with the power series expansion [1, No. 9.6.10] 
(¼x)k 
l.+l/2(x) = (½x) "+'/2 E k!r(n + k + a2)' 
k=0 
it is nevertheless een easily that in formula (23) not only the first n negative powers of x, which 
seem to indicate a pole of x/~l.+ x/z(X) at x = 0, cancel each other, but also the first n + 1 
nonnegative powers. However, these terms are formally present, which causes the divergence of 
those integrals that are obtained by introducing the expressions (17) and (23) for K.+ ~/2(x) and 
1.+ x/2(x) into (22). A separate calculation of these cases, even for a = b, is therefore not possible. 
We start instead from formula (2) and obtain for certain integer and half-integer values of p, 
v and 2 the following 
Theorem 4.1. Let ep,do,e~,d,~a,da ~ {0, 1}; Irl, n,l,m ~ [~o, and a > O. Let further 
1 t 1 t 1 J .  p=2r+e o+:eo ,  v=2n+e~+:e , ,  2=21+e~+:e~,  
and 
I(a, m, p, v, 2) = Jo  tp- 11v(at)Ka(at) In m t dt. 
Let at last 
6±± = ½{_+to + ~, + ,~ + ½(_+~ + ~; _+ ~)}, 
$+±_ = 6±± -: ,1 ~±+_ = 6_+ ~ -¼, ~_+_+ =6++__ -k ,  
where a combination of sions refers simultaneously to e and d. Then 
2-v<p<l  
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t t t 1. In the case e o + e~ + e~ e {0,  2} ,  ep = e,  = e~ = O: 
I = ( -  1) ''+ 12p-m-2a-Pm! 
X 
m m -ml  
Z S(mx, r+n+l+6++)  E 
mt~O m2=O 
S(m2,r + n - l + 6+ _) 
× 
m - -  ml - -  trl 2 
E 
m 3 =0 
( -1 ) '3Q(m3,1  - r + n + l + 6_  +) 
m - -  m I - -  ?71 2 - -  m 3 
E 
m 4 =0 
(-- 1)m,Q(m4, 1 - r + n - l + 6_ _) 
X 
m - -  ml  - -  m2 --  m3 --  m4 
E 
m 5 =0 
( - -2 )m'S(ms,  1 - 2r  - ep)C~ 1)_ m, -  m=- m 3 - m , -  ms(a)  • 
t ¢ t 2. In the case e o+e,+eae{1,3} ,e  o=e~=ea=O:  
I = ( -  1)~'2 p -  m- 2a-Pm[ 
× 
m m - -m 1 
Z S(m, , r+n+l+~++)  2 
ml~O m 2 = O  
S(m2,r + n - l + 6+ _) 
m - ml  - m2 
Z 
m3=O 
( - -1 )~ ' (~(m3,  1 - -  r + n + I + $_  +) 
m - ml - m2 - -  m3 
E 
m4 = 0 
( - -  1 )m.Q(m4,1  - r + n - l + ~_  _ )  
m - m I - m2 --  m 3 - -  m4 
E 
m5=O 
( -2 )m~S(ms,  1 - 2r - ep , ]  (-,(2)~m - m,  - m2-m, -m, -  m,(a). 
I I I 
3. In the case e o + e, + ea e {O,2}, e o=e,=l ,ea=O:  
I = x /~( -  1)~'2p-m-2a-Pm! 
m m - r t l  1 
2 S(ml , r+n+l+$++)  Z 
ml=O m 2 = O  
S(m2, r + n - -  1 + $+ _)  
m - -  ml  - -  m2 
E 
m 3 = O  
( -1 )m,Q(m3,1  - r + n + ! + 6_+)  
m - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 
E 
m 4 =0 
( -1 )m,Q(m4,1  - r + n -- l+  6__ )  
m - -  rt l  I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 - -  m 4 
E 
m s = O  
( -2 )m'S(ms,  - 2r  - - , . - .(3) ~o J Wm - .,, - m~ - ,.~ - m, - m, (a). 
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In the case e o + e, + e~ {1,3}, e o = e, = 1, e~ = O: 
I = ( ~x/c~-='i')( - I) ' '+  '2p-m-2a-Pm! 
m m - -m 1 
× Z S(m~,r+n+l+6++)  E 
mt=O m2=O 
S(m2,r + n - 1 + 6+ _) 
m - -  ml  - -  m2 
× E ( - -  1)m3Q(m3,1 - - r+n+l+~_+)  
m3=O 
m - -  m,  - -  m 2 - -  m s 
X ~ ( - -  1 )m'Q(m4,  1 - r + n - 1 + 6-  _) 
m4=O 
m - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m s - -  rt l  4 
E ( - -  2)/~S(m5, -2 r  - ep)Ctm4)_ m,-m2--ms-m,-ms(a)  • 
ms=O 
t I t 5. In the case e o + e, + e~e {0,2}, e o = 1, e, = O, e~ = 1: 
I = ~/~(--  1)~'2"-m-2a-Om[ 
m m - - r l l l  
x 2 S(m, , r+n+l+6++)  2 
ml=O m2=O 
S(m2,r +n- l+6+_)  
m - -  m I - m 2 
× 2 
m3=O 
( -1 )mQ(ma,1  - r + n + l + 6 -+)  
m--  ml  - -  m2 - -  m3 
× 2 
m4=O 
( - -  1)m'(~(m4, 1 - -  r + n - -  l + 6 -  _)  
m - - m  I - -m2- -ms- -m 4 
× ~ (- 2)rosS(ms, -2 r  - eo)C~mS)_,~,--m2-m3-m4-ms(a) • 
ms~O 
! I t 6. In the case e o + e, + e~ {1,3}, e o = 1, e, = O, a~ = 1: 
I = V/-n( - 1)~'2"-m-2a-"m[ 
m m - -m 1 
x ~. S (ml , r+n+l+6++)  E 
m 1 ~0 m 2 =0 
S(m2, r  + n - 1 + ~+_)  
m - m I - -  m 2 
x ( -  1 - -  r + .  + 1 + +) 
m 3 =0 
m - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 
× 2 
m4~O 
( - -  1 )m,Q(m4,1  - r + n - l + 6_  _)  
m - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 - -  m 4 
x 2 ( - -  2)m'.~(ms. - -2 r  -- e,)C~6)_ m. -m. -m-  m.-  m.(a). 
ra  5 =0 
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I ¢ 7. In the case ep + e, + ea ~ {0,2}, ep = O, e, = e~. = 1: 
I = ( - -  1) ~" + 12P-m-2a-Pm!  
gtl r t l - -m 1 
x E g (ml , r+n+l+~++)  E 
ml =0 m 2 =0 
S(m2,r + n -- l + iS+_) 
× 
r t l  - -  r t i  I - -  m 2 
m3~O 
( - -  1)m(~(m3, 1 - r+n+l+~_+)  
X 
m - -  m!  - -  ra  2 - -  ra  3 
m4~O 
( - -  1 )m,Q(m4,1  - r + n - l + 6_  _) 
× 
m - rtl 1 - -  ff l  2 - -  m 3 - -  m4 
E 
ms=O 
(--2)m'S(ms, 1 -- 2r -- ep)Ctm 7)_ m,- ,~- m3- m4-  ms(a)  • 
t ~ t t 8. In thecaseep+ev+e~{1,3} ,e :  O,e~=ea=l :  
I = ( - -  1) ~" + 12p-m-2a-Pm! 
× 
m rcl - -rgl  I 
E S(m, , r+n+l+6++)  Z 
mt=O m2=O 
S(m2, r  +n- I  +3+_)  
X 
m - ml - m2 
E 
m3~O 
( -1 )m~Q(ms,  1 - r + n + l + ~_ +) 
rt l  - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 
E 
m4 ~0 
( -  1)m'(~(m4, 1 - r + n - ! + 3_ _) 
ra - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 - -  m4 
2 
ms=O 
( - -  2)m'S(m5, 1 - 2r - ~p)Cf f  )_ m, - m~ - m, - m 4  - m,(a). 
p ~ t t 9. In the case eo + e~ + ea e {O,2}, e p ~,=O,e~=l :  
I = ( -  1)~'2P-m-2a-Vm! 
m m -ml  
g(ml,r  + n + l + ~++) 
ml=O m2=O 
~q(m2, r + n - 1 + 5+ _) 
m - m I - -  m 2 
E 
m3~O 
( - -  1)m'(~(m3, 1 --  r + n + 1 + o ~_ +) 
m - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 
2 
m 4 ~0 
( - -  1)~'(~(m4,  1 --  r + n --  l + 8_  _)  
m -- rfl I - -  m 2 -- m 3 - -  m 4 
ms =0 
( -2 )m's (ms,  1 - 2r - ep)Ct~91 ~,_ =, -m-=,_  ~,(a). 
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I l ! 10. In the case e o + e~ + e~e {1,3} ,  e o = e, = O, ea = 1: 
I =(- -1)~2P-m-2a-Pm! 
m m - m 1 
~., S(m, , r+n+l+g++)  
m I =0 m2=O 
S(m2, r  + n - l + g+_)  
m - -  ml  - -  m2 
E 
m3=O 
(-- 1)toO(m3, 1 -r+n+l+g_+) 
m - /H  l - -  m 2 - -  / / l  3 
E 
m4=O 
( - -  1)r"'(~(m4, 1 --  r + n --  l + o r_  _)  
m - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 - -  m 4 
(--2)rosS(ms 1 2r _ ,..,1o, -m,(a) .  
- -  - -  r ~ p J t J m - m l - m 2 - m 3 - m 4  
m 5 =0 
t t t 11. In the case e o + ev + e~ e {0,2} ,  e o = e, = ea = 1: 
I = w/-~(--1)~'2o-m-Za-Pm! 
m i l l  ~m 1 
2 g(ml , r+n+l+g++)  2 
m I = 0 m2 = 0 
S(m2,  r + n - 1 + or+ _) 
171 - -  f i l  I - -  1 / I  2 
× I2 
m 3 =0 
( - -  1)m~O(m3,1  - r + n + l + g_  +) 
- -  m t - -  m 2 - -  m 3 
x ~ ( - -1 )m'O(m, ,  1 -- r + n -- I + S_ - )  
m¢~O 
tit  - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 - -  m 4 
x ~ ( -  2 )m'S(ms,  -2 r  - eo)C~la_)~,-m,-m,- m,_ m,(a). 
ms=O 
/ i t 12. In the case e o + e, + ea ~ {1,3} ,  e o = ev = ea = 1: 
I = W/~( - 1)~2 p -m-  Za-Pm! 
m m - i l l  l 
x ~ S(ml , r+n+l+g++)  
ml =0 m 2 =0 
S(m2, r  + n - l + g+_)  
ttl - -  m I - -  m 2 
X ~ ( - -  1)m3Q(ma, 1 - r + n + 1 + g_  +) 
rn3=O 
m- -ml - - ra2- -m3 
× 2 
m4=O 
( -1 )m,Q(m4,  1 -- r + n -- l + g__ )  
t r l  - -  m I - -  m 2 - -  m 3 - -  m 4 
× E 
ms=O 
( -2 )m'S(ms,  1 - 2r - eo)C~X2_)m,_ m~- m3- m,- m,(a). 
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Herein in all cases, for j = 1, 2, . . . ,  12, 
1 k 
C(ff)(a) = 1, C(kJ)(a) =-~ Z c(~J)(a)C(ki)-'`(a) 
K=I  
where 
c~X)(a) = ) ' - -2(y ln la )  + 
[{2" + 2[ ( -1 ) "  - 1]}~(x) 
(x = 1), 
(x > 1), 
c(Z)(a) = ~' -2 (7  + ln8a)  
[{(2" - 1 ) [2 ( -1 ) " -  1] + 1}~(x) 
c~3)(a ) = , j ' -2 (7  + ln½a) 
[{(2" - 1)[2" + 2( -  1)"] - 2}~(x) 
c~,,)(a ) = ) ' - -2(7 + ln½a) 
[{2"(2"` - 3) + 211 + ( -  1)"]}((x)  
c(,5)(a) = ~- -2(y  + ln½a) Oc = 1), 
[2" [2  "`  + ( -1 ) ' `  - 2 l~(x)  (~: > 1), 
c~6)(a) = c~S)(a), 
c~7)(a ) = ~'--2(y + lnZa) (x = 1), 
~.(-  1)~2~(K) (x > 1), 
c~(8)(a) = c~7)(a), 
cx(9)(a) = ) ' - -2 (T  -I- In 32a) 
(2" ( [ ( -1 )  " - U (2  ~ - l) + 1}~(x)  
c(~a°)(a) = c~(9)(a), 
c~1 l)(a) = ~'--2(7 + In 8a) (x = 1), 
[( - -1)~2~(2 ~-  1)~(x) (x > 1), 
c~ 12)(a) = c~ (I a)(a). 
Proof.  With p~ = 2~ + p we obtain from (2) 
I = -~ tP~- llv(at)Kx(at)dt o 
(~a)m (~)  -2~ d a 
= 2p-m-2a  -p F(1 - p - 2~) 
× 
(k~> 1), 
(x = 1), 
(x > 1), 
(x = 1), 
(K> 1), 
(K = 1), 
(x > 1), 
(x = 1), 
(X > 1), 
F(r +n+l+6++ +cOF(r +n- l+6+_  +~) 
~t~O ° 
F(1 - r + n + l + 6_ + - ~)r(1 - r + n - 1 + 6_ _ - ~) (24) 
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By inspect ing  the  quant i t ies  6 + +, 6 + _, 6 _ + and  6_  _ for  the  26 = 64 poss ib le  var ia t ions  o f  ~ and  ~', 
we see that  they  can  be ordered  in to  16 sets o f  four  cases each,  if we take  as c r i te r ion  the 
representation f 6 + + and thus of the terms free of ~ in the arguments ofthe four gamma functions 
by l+h,  ½+h, ¼+h, ¼+hwi th lh l~No.  
The cases 1 + h, ½ + h constitute eight sets. For those, the derivatives ofthe gamma functions can 
be calculated irectly by using (12) or (13). Because of the form of formula (14), the cases 
¼ + h, ¼ + h can only be handled by the method presented here if these terms occur in pairs. This is 
the case for four sets of four cases each and thus 48 out of the 64 variations can be treated. They are 
described by the twelve sets that are given in Table 2. For ~+ +, Table 2 contains the possible 
elements, out of which only four combinations occur. 
For the different sets, taking account of the condition 2 - v < p < 1, we find with (12)-(14) the 
following expressions. 
In Case 1: 
I = 2p-m-2a-p ~ ( -2~)~' -2~-~,  
x 
(-~)*-,+.+~+~_+(-~)?-,+.-~+~__ 
I n  Case  2: 
F(1 - 2e)FZ(1 + e) ,= 
(25) 
(d)- 
I = 2P- ' -2a  -p  ~ (8a) -2~' ( -2~)~'_2~_~,  
(1 q._ OOr+n+t+$++(l ..[_ OOr+n_t+,~+_ rz(1 + 2~)F2(1 _ g) 
×(½--~h-r+,+t+~_+(½--~),-r+,-t+~__ r2(1 ~--~-]TO--2~ ,=o" 
Table 2 
eo + ev + ea e; e'v el 6 + + 6 + _ 6_ + 6 _ _ 
Case 1 {0, 2} 0 0 0 {0,1 } {0,1 } {0,1} 
Case 2 {1,3} 0 0 0 1 3 {_~,~} 1 1 {~,~} 11 {_~,~} 
Case 3 {0,2} 1 1 0 {~,~}1 3 {~,~}1 3 {0,1} 
Case 4 {1,3} 1 1 0 {1,2} {0,1} {-~,~}1 1 
Case 5 {0,2} 1 0 1 i 3 {2,2} CO, I} {0,1} 
Case 6 {1,3} 1 0 1 {1,2} 1 x {-~,~} {-½,½} 
Case 7 {0,2} 0 1 1 1 3 {~,~} {:~,~} {o, 1} 1 3 
{- i , i}  {0, 1} Case 8 {1,3} 0 1 1 {1,2} 1 1
Case 9 {0,2} 0 0 1 1 5 {_~,~} 1 5 {~,~} ,3 {~,~} 
Case 10 {1,3} 0 0 1 3 7 {-~,~} {_~,~} i 3 
Case 11 {0, 2} 1 1 1 {~,~}3 7 {~,~}1 5 {~,~}1 5 
Case 12 {1,3} 1 1 1 {~,~} 1 3 1 3 {-~,~} {-~,~} 
{-l,o} 
I 1 {-~,~} 
{-I,O} 




1 1 (-~,~} 
{-L -¼} 
3 1 (-~,~} 
(-¼, -~} 
3 1 (-~,~} 
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In Case 3: 
2a)-2r 
\d~]  \2 ;  - -  -~" 
1 O~ O0 a= 
(1+a)~+,+t+a.+(~+)r+.-t+a+_ F(1-4a)F2(1 +200 
× (-=);'_~ +.+,+~_+(--~),-r +.-,+~__ r(m - 5gr -N  7 a )g~ - o 
In Case 4: 
l=  l_2o_.,_2a_o(d'y"(a'~-2~' 
x/n \da]  \2,] ( I -  2a)-2r-~p 
ct * F(1 4ct)F2(1 + a)F2(1 a) == (~)*+.+l+~++() r+. - ,+<_  -- -- 
×( I  -~) , - r+.  +Z+ a_+(1 -- ~) , - r+. - ,+a_  r3(1  - 2~) o 
In Case 5: 
(d)m/a '~-2"  1 / = w/-~2p-m-2a-P ~-~a (~)  (~ -- 2a)_:,_~ 
( I  + ~)~+. +,+ a++(~)*+.- ,+ ~+_ F(1 - 4a)F(1 + 
In Case 6: (d)m/a'~-2~ x 
I=  x//-~2p-m-2a -p ~ k~) (-~- 200_2r_~,, 
(00*+,,+t+a÷÷(1+ ~)r+,,_t+&_ F(1 -- 4a)F(1 +2~) ,~=o" 
×( I  -- ~)1 - r+n+l+3_+(OO~-r+n- l+6__  F2(1 - 2~) 
In Case 7: 
I = 2a-m-2a  -p (2a)-2~(--2~)~_ z,._ ~,, 
F(1 + 2~) ,,=o" 
In Case 8: (d)m 
I = 2p-m-2a  -p ~ (2a)-2~(--2o0~_2~_~. 
× 
( - -~; ' - r  +.  +'+~-+(½ -- ~)~-~+. - '+a-  
F(1 + 2~)[,= o. 
59 
6O 
In Case 9: 
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I = 2P-m-2a -p ~ (32a)-2~(-2~)?_2r_~p 
(¼ + ~_)r+.____~+l+a++(¼  a)r+_.-t+a+_ F2(1 - 2~)F(1 + 4a) ~=o" 
In Case 10: 
(d ;  I = 2P-m-2a -° ~ (32a)-2~(-2~)~_2r_~p 
(3 "~- O~2r+.+l+a++(¼ "v (Z)r+n-l+$.- I"2(1 - 2~)r (1  + 400 , 
x(3-0~)l_~+,+l+s_+(¼-a)l  r+,,-t+a__ F( I+2~)F(1 -4a)  =o 
In Case 11: 
I = ~/~2°-m-2a -° ~ (8a)-2~(½-- 2e)_2~-~ 
(3 + ~_)r+.__._~+t_+a+~(¼ + ~)~+__~_-~__~+{~.:_ r (1  + 4c 0 ~=o 
×(¼ - ~)l-~+.+,+a_+(/- ~), ~+.-,+s__ r(1 + 2o 0 " 
In Case 12: 
(d ;  I = x//-~2p-m-2a -°  -~ (8a)-2~(½- 2a)-2r-~, 
(¼ + ~_)r+._____++,_+a+___z+(3  a)r __.-~___~+S_+__ r(1 + 400 ,=o 
×(¼ - a)~-r+.+~+a +(¼ -- ~)~- r+. - ,+a__  r (1  + 2~) " 
As for Theorem 3.2, we now construct, by using formula (15), the series for the logarithm of the 
gamma functions. The result then follows by applying the Leibniz formula together with the 
relations (11), and by using Lemma 2.1. [] 
Remark. Four sets of four cases each, which are characterized by the values of e and e' given in 
Table 3, have not been treated in Theorem 4.1. 
These are the integrals (Cases 1 and 2) 
l (a ,m,s  + ½,p,q) = I °° t~- l /2Ip(at)Kq(at) lnmtdt (q -- p ~ s <. O; Isl, p ,q ,m~ ~o) 
Jo 
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and (Cases 3 and 4) 
+ X,q) = fo  tS-llP+l/2(at)Kq(at)ln"tdt (q - p <~ s <~ 0; Isl, p,q, me No). I(a,m,s,p 
As can be seen from Table 3, these cases lead for all four combinations of the signs in 6_+_+ to 
values of either ¼ + h or ¼ + h with I hl e No for both factors in the numerator  and the denominator  
of formula (24), and thus the quadruplat ion formula (14) cannot be applied. For  example, it follows 
from (24) for p = ½, v = 2 = 0 that 
t-1/2l°(at)K°(at)lnmtdt-2x/za ~ F2(~ - o 
and for p = 0, v = ½, 2 = 0 that 
fot-lI1/2(at)Ko(at)ln~tdt=v/-~afot-3/2sinh(at)Ko(at)lnmtdt 
_ -  + 
The explicit calculation of the derivatives of F 2(¼ __+ ~) and F 2(~ _ ~) at 0~ = 0 is not possible for 
general m with the method presented here, and these cases are left open. 
The case m = I, however, again can be treated directly. F rom (2), with p, = ½ + s + 20~ and the 
abbreviation ,9+ + = ½(+s + p -t- q), we find, by taking the derivative with respect o ~ at ~ = 0: 
l(a,l ,s+± 2s-~/2a-~-,/2r(¼+,9++)r(k+,9+-)r(½_s) 
2,P,q) --- r (~ + ,9_ +)F(~ + ,9_ _) 
x {--21n½a + ~,9(¼ + ,9+ +) + ~(¼ + ,9+ _) 
+ ~(a4 + ,9_ +) + ~O(a4 + ,9_ _) - 2~k(½ - s)}, (26) 
in particular for s = p = q = 0, 
f; , I(1, 1,½,0,0) = t-~/2Io(t)Ko(t)lntdt = 4 _r:--r4(¼)(,;x/2re + 31n2). 
Table 3 
e,+ev+e~ e~ e~ el 6++ 6+_ 6_+ fi__ 
Case 1 {0,2} 1 0 0 {z,~}1 5 {~,z}15 {_z,~}1 3 
Case 2 {1,3} 1 0 0 {3, j} 1 3 {-~,~} {-~-,¼} 
Case 3 {0,2} 0 1 0 1 5 1 5 {~,~} {¼,~} {~,~} 
Case 4 {1,3} 0 1 0 {~,~}s 7 {-~,z}1 3 {_~,~}1 3 
¢ _5 
/ -4 ,  --¼} 
3 1 {-~,~} 
3 1 {-~,~} 
1 3 {-~,~} 
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Similarly, with  p,  = s + 2~ 
i(a,l,s,p + ½,q)= 2~-3a-~r(x4 + '9++)C(¼ + '9+-) 
+ o_ + - s) 
x { -21n½a + 0(¼ + ,9++) + 0(¼ + ,9+- )  
+ 0(¼ + ,9- +) + 0(¼ + ,9- -) - 20(1 - s)}, 
in particular, with  F(¼) = ¼F(¼) and 0(¼) = 0(¼) + 4 for s = p = q = 0, 
1, O, ½, O) = I °~ t -  1 ix/2 ( t )Ko( t ) In  t dt = -4 (y  + r~ + 5 In 2 1(1, 4). I 
J o  
(27) 
Table 4 
I(a,m,p,n + ½,1 + ½) = 1 -~ t°-~K.+~/2(at)K~+x/E(at)ln~tdt, vx = ~ + ln2a, I) 2 = ~ -~- ln8a 
do  
m p n l a°I(a,m,p,n+½,1+½) 
1 2 0 0 
1 3 0 0 
1 5 2 1 
2 2 0 0 
2 3 1 0 
2 5 2 1 
3 2 0 0 
3 4 2 0 
3 5 3 0 
1 3 0 0 
1 ~ 1 0 
1 -~ 1 1 
2 5 1 0 
2 -~ o o 
2 -~ 2 0 
3 ~ 1 0 
3 2 1 1 2 
3 ~ 3 0 
- - I~V 1 
-~(~Vl  - 1) 
35 59 -~(~v~ - x~) 
1 2 ~(~Vl + ~,~2) 
3 2 ~(~ - ¼v~ + ~6~ ~) 
-35  2 59 - -  35 2 
1 3 -~(~v~ + -~v~ + ½((3)) 
5 3 __~(~Vl  27 2 - ~v~ + (~2 + ~)v~ + 5( (3 ) -  9~2)  
-r~(~6Sv~ - ~2~v 2 + (~2s~ 2 + V)v~ + ~( (3)  - ~47~ 2 - 3 )  
x 1/TZ3_  - ]x / ]~v2 
1 3 5 _ ~-~(~ _ ~) 
_1/~'3~  / 27,  -v2 '~ ~32~2-3)  
1/T~_ 3 ,, 5 2 , /~- I~V2 -- ½V2 + 511; ~) 
~ ,  3 2 
1/T~3_3,63 2 63 2 
N /~r~U3~V2 - -  2V 2 + ~r~ + 1)  
_1/'!"~3~5.3 3 2 15 2,  --%/~,~ ~v2 -- ~V2 -- r~  vZ + ~( (3)  __]~2) 
1/'!~3~,27 3 9 2 ~81 2 
- -  ~v  2 - -X /~V2 +~ +¼)V2 +~(3)  ~2)  
! / r~,~.~ ~0 '~ ( ~  99 
- -N /  2 '~ ~ 128 v2 - -  64 132 dr + T6)V2 
+ 9009((3) _ x0277 ~2 _ 3) 
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The general formulae (26), (27) can also be analysed for other rational values of s, p, q by making 
use of (21). 
5. Examples  
Although the formulae presented in Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 4.1 are primarily intended to faci- 
litate the evaluation of the integrals (3) and (4) by Computer Algebra and thus, in principle, 
to render obsolete long listings of special cases, some examples, calculated with REDUCE, are 
useful to show the structure of the results, in particular the different overall factors mentioned in 
Section 1. 
Tables 4 and 5 contain examples for Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, with a = b for simplicity 
in the case of Theorem 3.1. Table 6 contains examples for Theorem 4.1. 
In all tables, the index j in the notation u~ or v~ refers to Casej in the corresponding theorem. ~, is 
Euler's constant. 
Table 5 
= I ;  tO-lK~(at)K~(at)lnmtdt' ux = u3 = u4 =) ,  + ln½a, u2 = 7 + ln8a, u5 = u6 = l(a,m,p,v, 2) 7 
+ In 32a 
m p v 2 aOl(a,m,p,v,2) 
1 3 ½ 0 
1 2 0 0 
1 2 1 0 
1 4 3 1 
1 5 ~ 2 
1 11 7 ~- ~ 0 
2 2 0 0 
2 2 1 0 
2 ~ ½ o 
2 9 ~ 1 
2 5 ~ 1 
2 5 ~ 2 
1 3 3 ~ 0 
3 2 0 0 
3 ~ ½ 0 
3 3 3 0 
3 3 ~ 1 
3 3 2 0 
- , , /~(½u,  + I) 
--½(ux + I) 
~211 u 
- ~s 2 -~)  
_~2(~d2su ~ 1735, 
- -  4096]  
_,~2( ~W65 u6 - ~0,~5) 
-4~(~u3 +~)35 
1 2 
~U 1 "1-U 1 "1- 1 
~2(~u~ -¼u2 + ~I ~2,, 
, /~(~u~ + ~u3 - ~,~2 + 13,27, 
%//~ 3072 (~u,  ~ + 1225u, - ~ ,~2 + 52402,, 1286251 
/~2/26325.  2 419265.  ,65.6, ,5  - 131072.5 + ~%Z,~ 2 + ~,W~ 7) 
,~2,1212. .2 1230495 202125.2 ~L~)  
65536 u6  - -  131072 U6 4- 1310721L, 
x /~( -½u 3 - 3u~ + (¼n2 _ 12)u,, + 5~(3) + ½n2 _ 24) 
1 3 3 2 -~Ul  - ~u l  - 3Ul + ½~(3) - 3 
_2t  25 . 3 495  2 . '125_2  . 573~ 
-~  t -2-~.5 - 3-c~us + ~5-~ -~ -s-~lu5 + ~-~(3)  
~2/  63 . 3 801 2 . ,315 2 291 .  819  
- ,L  t~'zu6 - ~-i~u6 + t3T~n + ~-r~)u6 + ~--~(3) 
1335 2 20134) 
- -  1024~ - -  
_2~ 9 3 63 2 + 2 l i t  / -,~ ~u2 - ~u2 + (3~ 2 64, 2 + ~(3)  - ~,,21-2 _~)  
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Table 6 
t ;  t°-ll~(at)Kx(at)lnmtdt' Ul = u3 = u4 = u5 = u6 = 3' + ln½a, u2 = u11 = u12 = 7 l(a,m,p,v,2) 
+ ln8a,  u7 = u8 = ? + ln2a,  u9 = ulo = 3' + 1n32a 
m p v 2 aaI(a,m,p,v,2) 
1 -2  1~ 3 2 2 
1 -2  11 5 
1 1 _3 3 
1 -~  ~ 1 
1 -1  3 ½ 
1 -1  4 ½ 
3 1 1 -½ ~ 
1 -½ ~ 
1 0 4 0 
1 0 5 2 
1 ½ ½ 0 
1 ½ 5 
2 -2  9 _3 2 
2 0 1 0 
2 0 2 0 
2 0 4 1 
1 2 0 5 
2 0 11 3 
2 ½ 3 3 
2 ½ 4 22 
2 ½ 9 9 
2 ½ !2! ½ 
1 11 2 ~ T 1 
11 2 ½ ~- 4 
3 -2  ~ ½ 
3 0 1 1 
3 0 2 0 
3 0 2 1 
3 0 2 1 
3 0 ~ ½ 
3 ½ 1 ½ 
3 ½ 3 0 
3197 
--1190/.,/7 "62381400 
1 --~¢6u8 + 367-~oo 
23 
- -N / /~(8~U6 Jr 4800) 




--3465/-/10 Jr 12006225 
- , , /~(~Ul l  -~)  
52 _N/~(7315U12 15572672,  - -  4815830251 
- -~u2 + ~194 
-¼ 2, /~u3 
-~(~u5 lO41, 
- -  20481 
1 2 7 17911 
~U 8 --gO'-~U 8 "6 210 ~2 "6 2592000 
u2 - 4u2 + ~2 + 6 
, 2 ½Ul + ~,~2 +_~ ~U 1 --  
6_~U92 16736 --  19845U9 "6 ~89 ~2 "6175578566251175 
4 2 197056, 2 2 2430900896 
~Ul0  - -  343035u10 "6 ~ "61188616275 
~8U2 1873 "6 T~8 ~2 "6 1761377 
- -  5880/-/7 2469600 
- -  3-~U5 "6 t T~)  
N//~(~5 U2 1452 222092, 
- -  12251~6 "6 ~5~ 2 "6 128625! 
, /T~(~ 6373076. U21 - -  2197845"11 "6 4-~22/~2 Jr 159819296488121857568525 ! 
~T~(Au~2 50804 38115/,~12 "6 ~2'~ 2 "6 645658504-~ -- 1320684751 
2N~(  5~2 U32 17 22731 -- ~t t3  .6 2-~6~ 2 ,6 4096! 
~ , '  128 2 128~2 209422984-~ 
v~ t~u4 - ~°932~8u4 + ~, ,  + 31255875, 
1 3 -- 19 2 2059 x 
-W6u8 * ~u8 -- (T~ao~ 2 + 54ooo)U8 - 4--~(3) 
19 ~2 20111 
"636001L, "61080000 
4U3 2-~ -g  lO + ~U2o - (2~2 + 4_.~6)ulo _ ~(3)  + ~2 + 2560 
1 3 3 2 -~Ul  + ~ui  - (~2 + -~)Ul + ¼~(3) + ~2 + 
_~su9 s + ~u92 _ (~2 + ~36~8)u 9 _ ~( (3 )  
66152_2  773888 
2--T'~lt "616875 
1 3 10 2 488 - su2  + Tu2  - (~2 + ~-~)u2 - ~(3)  + ~2 + ~-  
1 3 17 2 -gUT + HUT - (~2~ 2 + ~6~)u7 - ½((3) + ~n2 + lO85216 
3 2 (3~2 "6 3)U6 -6 5((3) + 3n2 + 3) ,/T~(-½u~ + :u6 - 
2x//~-zi(-u 3 + 6u 2 - (x 2 + 18)u4 + 10((3) + 2r~ 2 + 24) 
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Table 6 (contd.) 
65 
1 3 1 3 ~ ~ 
3 ½ 3 1 
3 ½ 3 3 
3 ½ 3 3 
1 3 1,  2 _ (½re2 + ~-Q)u12 v/~(-~u12 + ~-u,2 
1264~ -'~((3) + 7n2 + 27 s 
2V/~(-~ua3 + 9u32 - (¼re 2+ 9)u3 + 5((3) + an 2 + 9)  
138 2 N//~(--3U131 "~ ")-~-Ull --(~0'K 2 q- 292552)Ul 1 - -~( (3 )  
69.2 29904"~ 
+ ~'~IL "~ 625 1 
N /~(__AU 3 + ~41U52 (~2~2 -- 699, 
- + a~)u5 + ~((3) 
4- T~,~ + 
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